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1ª STAGE: 

 

Free word association. 

 

Describe in general lines, what you would like to show. 

 

Tell the story of Mercedes-Benz (M-B) with emphasis - 

initially - in the moments before his first acts. We want to 

know what the needs of the people were at that time. Social = 

relationships, travel. Physical = eat, drink, shorten 

distances (logistics). = Intellectual understanding of the 

world: why should I eat this or that product? (M-B). We will 

travel in the evolution of the company (M-B) over time in 

chronology; we show this through a couple who uses the first 

car model (motor) of (M-B) to go to the big city. Initially, 

we see the daily life of a couple at that time and understand 

the basic needs of people at that time. As the ride into town 

- on board a motor vehicle (M-B) - we started, visually - in 

evolutionary chronological history of Mercedes-Benz 

(EVOLUTION). We want to see more and more, this 

transformation incorporating the daily lives of the couple 

(people). We visualize and understand that every difficulty, 

obstacle faced by (M-B) was won with much effort and 

dedication of its creators, in the early days of this 

evolutionary process. We noted then, the consolidation of 

Mercedes-Benz with its famous symbol: three-pointed star 

inside a circle; as over time this mark (M-B) brought 

satisfaction to consume it and how it (M-B) has become a 

world reference in the manufacture of engines for land, sea 

and air (three points of the star). Through current and 

historical facts, we understand that Mercedes-Benz is or has 

been behind all of them. Finally, we measure the importance 

and weight of the brand: tradition and quality achieved with 

the effort - work - of its founders (creators) and all 

employees who have contributed and contribute to the history 

of the company to continue evolving… E V O L U T I O N. 
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2ª STAGE: 

 

Construction Three Paragraphs to the Top, Middle and End of 

story. 

 

TOP: 

 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 

We present various people's everyday images. 

We observed two children playing in the field of a farm. By 

Mercedes-Benz symbol, we give a jump in time. We are 

introduced to a couple and visually, we started with them, a 

chronological journey in the evolutionary history of the 

revolutionary company Mercedes-Benz. 

 

MIDDLE: 

 

As soon as the time passes, we see the couple in this tour 

with a motorized car; we visualize the various technological 

innovations that have occurred throughout the history of the 

automobile developed by Mercedes-Benz. They will face certain 

obstacles and difficulties along the way to the big city. 

Difficulties such as curves, inclines, slopes, slippery 

terrain, rugged, objects or animals on the track, 

trepidations, discomfort, time actions such as: rain, sun, 

strong wind and other vehicles (non-motorized) exceeding to 

the couple leaving them discouraged but at the same time 

resilient (persistent)."The Best or Nothing". 

 

END: 

 

The difficulties are overcome one by one. The Mercedes-Benz 

Company consolidates and brings satisfaction to the couple. 

To visualize where the Mercedes-Benz arrived and can reach 

the future. Finally, we understand the tradition and quality 

of the company Mercedes-Benz - won with the work of all 

employees of the past, present and future. 
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3ª STAGE 

 

Four Pages (Create conflict and dramatize the characters). 

 

Here we build also in general lines, scenes and sequences to 

the beginning, middle and end of our story. 

 

Let’s go there... 

 

The opening scene will display the image or frozen drawing of 

two boys (brothers): one is playing in the field of a farm 

with a three-pointed star; and the other riding a white horse 

and has a small ring hanging on his waist. The first child 

throws the star like a boomerang. The second brother does the 

same with the rim. The two objects fall in the middle of a 

plantation and, the first brother begins to demand them. The 

first brother picks up the star, but do not find the rim. The 

next day he finds the rim. He hears a mysterious whispering 

voice that tells him to fitting them. It unites and through 

the star starts a journey in the history of the city of 

Stuttgart, the Benz Patent-Motorwagen 1886 car and the 

evolutionary history of Mercedes-Benz. 

 

IN ACT I 

 

Gradually we are immersed in the universe of the nineteenth 

century and early twentieth century. We recognize the symbol 

of Mercedes-Benz. 

 

IN TURNING POINT I 

 

Through the Mercedes-Benz symbol we recognize the city of 

Stuttgart and, we jumped in the time, to start a journey with 

the Benz Patent-Motorwagen. 

 

IN ACT II 

 

The four white horses of the farm, Altair, Antares, Aldebaran 

and Rigel are making questions about the invention of 

(motorized car) the Benz Patent-Motorwagen. The couple and 

this motorized car will face various difficulties along the 

way as rough terrain, holes and time shares. Along the way, 

every difficulty faced by motorized car is inserted a picture 

of the evolution of cars Mercedes-Benz throughout its 

history. 
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IN TURNING POINT II 

 

After several minor obstacles overcome by the couple and, the 

machine, there is the biggest of all them, exist a hill that 

seems to be insurmountable for that motorized car. We are in 

doubt about the car's power to overcome the hill. 

 

IN ACT III 

 

We visualize the car upping the hill at full power in the 

engine, achieving the obstacle. The road becomes flat again 

and we seeing the city of Stuttgart to approximately 600 

meters. The wagon's engine stops running. The husband 

(Michael) jumps out to see the engine and finds that the 

problem is trivial (a tree branch attached to the motor). 

Then he starts the engine and everything works again. They 

smile and gets to the city. 

 

Conflicts, obstacles that the City of Stuttgart - Germany – 

will face: 

  

1. Initially slow development of its urban center. 

2. Comparison with other more developed cities. 

3. Development of the city's economy. 

4. Become a city known worldwide. 

5. To promote tourism through its museums, theaters, historic 

buildings and its automotive industry. 

 

Conflicts, obstacles that Mercedes-Benz protagonist (car 

1886), will face: 

 

1. Discredit: Does this car walk really? 

2. Prejudice of traditional conveyances: horses. 

3. Conditions of shares like: rain, lightning, hurricane, 

strong sun. 

4. Earth quake, hill. 

5. Fear of failure: the machine stops working. 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the character Johann Wilhelm Amadeus 

Sebastian Marx (Father): 

 

1. childhood trauma (age eight) to see the mother Diana Peret 

Chemu Kohl dead after falling from the horse (mare Isis) upon 

a sword, from a Circus presentation. 

2. Trauma of horses: never mount a horse. 

3. Having to live with the mare Isis that caused the death of 

his mother. 
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4. Learning to work to help his father Joseph Wilhelm Karl 

Marx in the farm tasks. 

5. Stung by a mosquito acquires a disease that almost kills 

him. 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the character Anne Florence 

Nightingale Frank Marx (Mother): 

 

1. Anne faces poverty and has difficulty feeding and study. 

2. Alone in a room, Anne tries to read medical books that his 

mother Florence Nightingale Frank brings the hospital where 

she works. 

3. Anne need fill the vacancy of his mother in the hospital, 

because she is sick. 

4. Anne's father, Alexander Thomaz Randalf Frank, unemployed, 

goes out looking for work in another city and a year later 

disappears. 

5. Anne's mother grieves and dies. 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the character Michael Karl Wilhelm 

Gutenberg Marx (first child): 

 

1. Michael hates horses, but has to live with them. 

2. Michael is very afraid of death and from small don't like 

of cemetery. 

3. Michael fears any kind of diseases is fatalistic and makes 

statistics to perform any task with the goal to find out the 

likelihood of accidents. 

4. The greatest fear of Michael is that his mother Anne 

Florence Nightingale Frank Marx and his father Johann Marx 

die. 

5. Michael would like to be as his brother Arthur Karl 

Wilhelm Immanuel Marx: Skillful, extrovert and handsome. 

6. Michael hears voices and can understand the horses. 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the character Arthur Karl Wilhelm 

Immanuel Marx (Second Son): 

 

1. Arthur does not like that his mother Anne Florence 

Nightingale Frank Marx works in the hospital. 

2. Arthur does not like the farm and all the times, is trying 

to convince his father Johann Wilhelm Amadeus Sebastian Marx 

to let him ride the horses, but his father forbade him. 

3. Arthur thinks that the routine of farm is very boring. So 

he rides the horses hidden his father and invents juggling. 
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4. Arthur is afraid of becoming a fresh produce trader, as a 

when he became an adult. He thinks of going to the big city 

and joins the circus. 

5. Arthur knows that his grandmother Diana Peret Chemu Kohl 

died trying to jump swords with the mare Isis and wants to 

run the same jump and dedicated it to her. 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the character Sarla Annie Kohl 

Lumpkins (Michael's wife): 

 

1. Sarla Annie becomes a dancer, singer and Songwriter of 

Banjo in New Orleans and it was always confused with a 

prostitute. She was very sad and sometimes she would like to 

leave the artist career. 

2. After marrying Michael, Sarla gave up the artist career, 

but she plays the Banjo yet. 

3. Sarla was born like a slave and took three whippings when 

she was little. Sarla got the scars on his back. 

4. Sarla has very afraid of being rejected of the Michael 

family members and city dwellers. 

 

Conflicts, obstacles to the Altair character (white horse): 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the Antares character (white Horse): 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the Aldebaran character (white horse): 

 

Conflict, obstacles to the Rigel character (white horse): 

 

I understand that the story is not linear. Being able to go 

to the future and back to the past quickly. 

 

STAGE 4: 

 

We are ready to trace the Paradigm (Structure). 

 

Make a separate sheet, putting the points described in the 

previous step. 

 

Acts I, II, III 

 

Turning points I and II 

 

Pinch I and II (smaller than the turning points conflicts). 

 

 

See files: (Paradigm) Evolution and (Cards) Evolution  
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STAGE 5: 

 

I-Biography: City of Stuttgart - Germany. 

 

II-Biography: Mercedes-Benz (First Car 1886). 

 

III-Biography: Johann Wilhelm Amadeus Sebastian Marx 

(Father). 

 

IV-Biography: Anne Florence Nightingale Frank Marx (Mother). 

 

V-Biography: Michael Karl Wilhelm Gutenberg Marx (First son). 

 

VI-Biography: Arthur Karl Wilhelm Immanuel Marx (Second son). 

 

VII-Biography: Sarla Annie Kohl Lumpkins (Michael's wife). 

 

VIII-Biography: Altair (white horse). 

 

IX-Biography: Antares (white horse). 

 

X-Biography: Aldebaran (white horse). 

 

XI-Biography: Rigel (white horse). 
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I - Biography: City of Stuttgart - Germany 

 

Stuttgart, Schtugert or Schtuagerd also nicknamed 

Schwabenmetropole (Swabian metropolis). It is the largest 

city in the state of Baden-Württemberg, Germany. It is the 

sixth largest city in Germany. Standing on the banks of the 

Neckar River. It has a population of 606,588 inhabitants 

according to the census of December 31, 2011. It is an 

independent city (Kreisfreie Stadt) or urban district 

(Stadtkreis), i.e. it has district status (Kreis). It is 

located in the center of a densely populated area, surrounded 

by smaller towns ring. This area is called the Stuttgart 

Region and has a population of 2.7 million. The city is 

spread across a variety of hills (many vineyards), valleys 

and parks - unusual for a German city and often a source of 

surprise to visitors who associate the city especially with 

its industrial reputation "CRADLE OF AUTOMOBILE". It is 

headquarters of the State Legislature, the Regional 

Parliament, the Local Council and the Protestant Church of 

Württemberg state, as well as one of two co-seats of the 

bishop of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Rottenburg-Stuttgart. 

Metropolis is called Swabian, because the city's location in 

the heart of Swabia, and as a reference to the Swabian 

dialect spoken by its native inhabitants. In this dialect, 

the city's name is pronounced Schtugert or Schtuagerd. 

However, many non-Swabian Germans emigrated to Stuttgart for 

economic reasons; 40% of city dwellers and 64% of the 

population aged less than five years old are foreign 

immigrant origin. In Stuttgart stays based car companies 

MERCEDES-BENZ and PORSCHE, as well as other company in the 

industry, BOSCH. 

 

Some of the main attractions of the city of Stuttgart: 

 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, 

Wilhelma, 

Porsche Museum, Stuttgart, 

Schlossplatz, 

Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, 

Solitude Palace, 

New Palace, 

Old Castle, 

Wurttemberg Mausoleum, 

Kunstmuseum Stuttgart, 

Schillerplatz, 

Mercedes-Benz Arena, 

Weissenhofsiedlung, 
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Stiftskirche, Stuttgart, 

Fernsehturm Stuttgart, 

St John's Church, Stuttgart, 

Staatstheater Stuttgart, 

Ludwigsburg Palace, 

Birkenkopf, 

Stuttgart Hauptbahnhof, 

Linden Museum, 

Max-Eyth-See, 

Rosenstein Park, 

Porsche-Arena, 

Rosenstein Castle, 

Observation Tower Burgholzhof, 

Golfanlage Schloss Nippenburg, 

Rotenberg, 

St. George's Collegiate Church, Tubingen, 

Württembergische Landesbibliothek, 

Gazi-Stadion auf der Waldau. 

 

 

II - Biography: Benz Patent-Motorwagen 1886 

 

Benz Patent-Motorwagen was born at the hands of its creator 

Karl Benz on 29 January 1886 in Germany. It has engine 4 

times, a horizontal cylinder; is water-cooled, 954 cc, 

maximum power of 0.9 hp (the 400rpm). 

Transmission is primary and secondary belt by chain. It has 

rear-wheel drive. A forward motion (no reverse). 

It has front suspension. The rear suspension is for elliptic 

springs. The brakes are a leather belt connected to the drive 

shaft. He began to run through the streets, first in the city 

of Mannheim; six months after the registration of its patent. 

The first woman to direct the vehicle was Bertha Benz. The 

second woman that drove it was Sarla Annie, wife of Michael 

Karl. Michael wanted to surprise to Sarla and bought the 

vehicle giving the gallons of dark oil that flowed from the 

corners of his farm. Soon discovered that the oil was 

petroleum. 
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III-Biography: Johann Wilhelm Amadeus Sebastian Marx (father) 

 

Born in Vienna, Austria, on 09.20.1794, at 08h05min the son 

of circus performers that toured Europe. His father, Joseph 

Wilhelm Karl Marx and his mother, Diana Peret Chemu Kohl, 

were employees of an unprecedented circus company founded in 

Westminster Bridge - England - by a former lieutenant in the 

British army called Rickie Astley. Joseph was trainer of 

horses and Diana, amazon that did the attractions created by 

Joseph. The numbers with the mare Isis could attract the 

audience easily. Diana was a rare beauty of woman, had light 

brown skin, black hair and green eyes. Diana and the mares 

Isis  - white (Arabian Horse) - charmed the audience with 

their presentations: lie on the floor, slow down, trotting, 

run and pick up objects, jump over barriers and the big 

final... Diana in standing on the horse, bow in hand, fired 

arrows at a target with Isis moving. The circus walked in 

many cities of Europe and for several years made this 

attraction with horses that until then, was a success. Diana 

was pregnant of the first child and could no longer do the 

show, because it was close to giving birth. Joseph, very 

happy, thought in a nice name for the child. Diana said it 

was better to wait to be sure of sex, although she also felt 

it might be a boy. Joseph chose the name: Johann Wilhelm 

Amadeus Sebastian Marx. The presentations with horses 

stopped. Joseph asked a few days off to be with Diana and his 

son. The owner of the circus, Mr. Rickie Astley did not like 

having stopped its main attraction; He was losing money.  

He demanded that at least Joseph, go back with presentations, 

otherwise, would fire him. Joseph returned, but without 

Diana, the mares Isis don’t shines. Joseph knew that, but did 

what he could until his wife could recover and return to the 

show. Johann grew up in this atmosphere of circus and when he 

was old enough to understand the work of their parents, 

became fascinated with his mother that jumps with a white 

horse to a large audience who cheered euphorically at the end 

of the presentation. Over the years, Mr. Rickie Astley gained 

weight competitors that brought in new presentations, beating 

the old circus company. The public was tired of seeing the 

same numbers and wanted something new. Rickie Astley, for the 

first time, was facing financial difficulties. Artists have 

to be fired and Joseph feared that Diana and his son Johann, 

who had eight, went to the street with nothing. Rickie Astley 

decided to go to another city, Stuttgart (Germany) and keep 

the show with horses as a last hope to raise the circus 

again.  
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Then demanded that Joseph, do it an unprecedented number with 

enough danger and tension. Diana gave the idea of a sequence 

of jumps with Isis, increasing the obstacles, causing the 

last jump, could be over a fence with prey swords on the 

floor with the blades up. Joseph did not agree and said it 

was very dangerous because although Isis was an excellent 

jumper of obstacles, she had never jumped so many obstacles 

in a single sequence. The circus owner liked the idea and 

gave them a week to train while he was working on the launch 

of the new show. The news caught the attention and the circus 

again relived his glory days. Came the big day... Diana and 

mare Isis were confident. They performed the figures already 

known to the public and at the end was mounted in Arena five 

barriers in an increasing sequence: from the smallest to the 

largest and the last obstacle had arrested swords on the 

floor with their sharp blades up. The crowd fell silent and 

just listened to the wind noise. The obstacles occupied the 

whole arena, which at the time was less than it used to be in 

other cities. The land it was small and the arena too. This 

made the number could be even more dangerous. Diana gave the 

order and Isis jumped the first hurdle with ease. It was for 

the second and was also successful. She transposes the third 

barrier and was congratulated gently. Diana said, "Very 

well." She jumped from the fourth hurdle and won applause 

from the audience. Diana and Isis are concentrated to the 

last jump and the public nor moves in the stands. Diana 

whispers softly in Isis ear "we will, we will succeed." Diana 

gave the order... Isis accelerates and when she will jump, 

Isis braked and Diana goes down, falling in the swords. 

The audience screamed and Joseph ran to meet her. Diana 

bloodstained spluttered his last words "was not her fault, 

the distance was..." Joseph hugged her and cried like a 

helpless child. Johann saw the whole scene from the stands 

and shouted for his mother, being supported by a couple of 

farmers who also watched the show that ended in tragedy. 

Joseph swore while he was alive, neither he nor his son, 

Johann, would ride any horse that existed on Earth. He never 

returned to the world of the circus. The circus owner, Mr. 

Rickie Astley, get fired Joseph, and tried to leave the city 

as soon as possible. Joseph stayed with the mare Isis and son 

Johann to create, but without knowing where to go. Pitying, 

the couple of rich farmers decided to help them... They 

donated a piece of land from the city that had no commercial 

value because it was uneven, full of hills and useless for 

grazing animals because the land lived soaked with a kind of 

black oil that flowed in some places in those parts. 
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Joseph had no choice and accepted the donation that came with 

some small animals - chickens, pigs - also seeds for planting 

and subsistence farming. The life, now quiet, as small 

producer of fresh produce, Joseph left sad and lonely. 

He never thought to find another woman. Joseph wanted to 

sacrifice the mare Isis, but always remembered what Diana had 

said before she died "It was not her fault." In the depths of 

his soul, Joseph knew that the mare had not jumped, because 

the distance was too small and Isis knew she could not 

overcome that obstacle. But over the years, Isis was 

instrumental in the land plow for cultivation of fruits and 

vegetables. Joseph found the good parts of the farm to your 

planting. Soon he enlarges the production and creates a tent 

in the city to sell their merchandise. Isis pulled the plow 

in the ground and also took Joseph and Johann to the city. 

The farmers’ neighbors also had horses. And one of his 

stallions jumped the fence to go flirt with Isis. In 1814, 

Isis gave birth to another white mare named Cleopatra 

Seleneia. Joseph died two years later, aged 64, on the same 

day and time that Isis also died: 11/04/1816. The doctor, who 

was there, could not identify the cause of Joseph's death. 

Simply his heart stopped beating. The doctor did not believe 

that grief could kill someone, but from that case, went on to 

admit this hypothesis. A new cycle in the life of Johann had 

begun... At 20, alone and without his father, Johann took on 

the challenge of managing the farm. With the support of the 

mare Cleopatra Seleneia, performed the tasks of plowing and 

planting their seeds. The farm was much more beautiful than 

it was at the beginning: with fruit trees, that attract many 

birds and the planting gave the place a nice and promising 

feeling. The townspeople liked of Johann. He tried to show 

cheerful and communicative, but who closely observes could 

notice a deeply sad look, melancholy. Still, the city girls 

also were interested in him, perhaps because he seems to 

always hide a secret. Joahnn despite giving attention to them 

at first, by education, not interested in any and soon gave 

up the attempt to dating them. Johann preferred to be alone 

in the company of farm animals and especially mare Cleopatra 

Selenéia, her best friend. He talked to her and she seemed to 

understand and respond beating paw the ground. For several 

nights, over there sitting on the edge of a small hill, with 

the mare Cleopatra Seleneia with him, Johann developed his 

taste for astronomy. He counted the stars, identify them and 

write it in a notebook. Johann went ahead with his father's 

promise and never rode Cleopatra Seleneia.  
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She only had work to pull plow and wagon to take Johann to 

the city; and when he was not to fulfill these tasks, the 

mare was free by the farm. This was an inherited custom of 

his father, Joseph, who had never held the horses, except 

when they had to perform the work of the farm. Cleopatra 

Seleneia, attracted attention of people when Johann went to 

the city, after all, she was like her mother, Isis, a race 

horse with Arab ancestors. Johann always received proposals 

for rich men breeders of race horses so he sold the mare or 

at least let her participate in races with generous payment 

promises. Johann refused and claimed that he had made a 

promise to his father that no one riding Cleopatra Seleneia. 

At thirty-nine years, Johann was bitten by a mosquito, when 

he went to the city and fell ill. He was admitted to the main 

hospital Stuttgart and there received the Anne Florence care 

who continued the treatment, leading him back to the farm. 

Johann fell in love with Anne Florence and the following year 

he asked her to marry him and they were married on 

03.17.1834. Johann lived happily with Anne and had two 

children with her... Michael and Arthur. Johann died on 

11.20.1876 after 82 years of respiratory failure. 

 

 

IV-Biography: Anne Florence Nightingale Frank Marx (mother) 

 

Born in London on 07/04/1810 at 08h15min, in a small bedroom 

rented by his parents, Alexander Thomaz Randalf Frank and 

Florence Nightingale Frank. Her father did odd jobs to earn a 

living. He had no right job. He accepted anything job in 

order to support Florence and Anne. Joinery services, 

supplies, household fabricators (house cleaning, garbage 

collection), unloading goods at the pier of port etc. In 

1828, Alexander Thomaz was out of work for a long time and 

things were not going very well. Florence Nightingale worked 

in a hospital as a nurse. She made the control of entry and 

exit of corpses waiting to be analyzed. At that time and for 

long after, it was not the culture of hospitals, doctors or 

any help, use protective gloves to deal with patients or 

dead. The routine was confined only to wash hands before and 

after handling the living or the dead. But after years of 

widespread infections that spread by hospitals of the season 

and increased number of deaths because of this practice, 

finally there has been progress in the field of 

sterilization. All started with using aseptic solutions in 

the hands and arms (before dealing with patients); in 

addition to the inclusion of gloves, greatly reducing the 

proliferation of bacteria.  
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But this development would take too long to happen and 

Florence Nightingale fell ill, contaminated by bacteria 

transmitted by cadavers. Florence had to stay at home (small 

rented room) to recover. Anne, now with eighteen, took the 

responsibility to replace her mother in the hospital. 

Florence was a very observant, intelligent, and reflected 

about their condition... What could have gone wrong? Why was 

she ill? She knew that the disease came from the hospital and 

found that it could only be one thing... When dealing with 

bodies and various types of diseases, bacteria were 

transmitted from one to the other, through hands or any 

contaminated object. Florence instructed her daughter to 

sterilize their hands and arms with a sterile solution 

containing alcohol; wear gloves and that neither she nor any 

object that had already touched a patient or body should 

touch the other without being sterilized. With these 

procedures, Anne was the forerunner of nursing, at a time 

when the hospitals were dirty and poorly organized. A year 

and a half without work, desperate, Anne's father, Alexander 

Thomaz left to seek employment in another city and in 

February 1830 managed to enter in the English Trains Company.  

Working in the construction of new railroads that would 

greatly contribute to the development of more distant cities 

of London. The first money earned, mailed with a letter 

saying they would spend two more years in the railroad before 

to come back. Alexander sent money every month in the first 

year and then the cards and the money, its stopped coming. 

Florence Nightingale never recovered from the disease 

acquired in the hospital and the unknown bacteria left her 

unable to walk. Florence saddened by the absence of her 

husband and Anne could only be with her at night, when she 

returned of the work that now, were again the only source of 

their income. Anne thought of looking for his father, but was 

afraid to leave his mother alone in that room. Sometime 

later, she got a kind lady - who did volunteer work - to take 

care of her mother and Anne was looking for her father. Anne 

found the company that hired Alexander and they indicated 

where it was the beginning of the opening of the railway that 

his father was. Anne came to the place sparsely populated 

dangerous and full of troublemakers who lived arranging fight 

in single bar of the site. Anne asked by her father. She said 

his name all, Alexander Thomaz Randalf Frank and described 

his physical characteristics, but no one knew or did not give 

any information about the whereabouts of her father. He had 

disappeared without a trace. Anne informed the police who 

almost did nothing to try to find it.  
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Only recommended that Anne went home because it was too 

dangerous for a young wander around crowded with drunks and 

bad intentioned men streets. Anne returned home and with the 

news of the disappearance of Alexander, Florence Nightingale 

few months later, did not resist and died. Anne was alone and 

accepted the help of a doctor German Dr. Gottlieb Whõler, who 

was a refresher course in London and return to Stuttgart to 

run a hospital. Dr. Gottlieb was impressed how well executed 

Anne hospital tasks, sterilizing everything that came into 

contact with patients. Anne was the top aide of Dr. Gottlieb 

Whõler and soon to be in charge of the entire hospital. Anne 

lived in the hospital funds and this contributed so she was 

always ready to serve, assist, any emergency arise, day or 

night. She almost did not rest, but was satisfied with her 

work that was increasingly becoming a reference for other 

hospitals. Because of good service and rapid recovery of 

patients, people started to come from far, other cities to be 

served there. Dr. Gottlieb Whõler was 64 and was like a 

daughter Anne. Realizing that Anne was overloaded, he hired 

five women and left them on Anne's responsibility to train 

them for service. Now Anne had a team of its own. In 1833, a 

man was admitted to that hospital, severe pain all over the 

body and very high fever. Anne knew so much medicine that 

could predict the diagnostic data by Dr. Gottlieb. But she 

never dared to practice medicine alone. Anne called Dr. 

Gottlieb did all the initial procedures to lower the fever 

patient and try to find out why the body aches. Anne and Dr. 

Gottlieb noted that there were many black spots marking arms 

and legs of the man of about forty years. Dr. Gottlieb was 

able to download a little fever and asked the patient his 

name and he also said a little delirious that his name was 

Johann and had been bitten by a mosquito on the way to the 

city and then immediately lost his forces being bailed out by 

a unknown knight who brought him to the hospital. Dr. 

Gottlieb and Anne knew they were facing an unprecedented 

case, not yet diagnosed disease. Dr. Gottlieb had entered 

cautiously and with some little aggressive drugs and left him 

under observation. Anne was responsible directly by the 

patient and decided to isolate it in the last quarter of the 

main hospital wing. Dr. Gottlieb thought he had managed to 

control the fever, but she returned and caused jitters, 

causing the delirious patient. Dr. Gottlieb and Anne 

reflected on the procedures. They had stronger remedies, but 

come with more aggressive drugs might fight disease, or take 

the patient to death. Dr. Gottlieb and Anne knew that the 

shakes were reactions to combat the disease by the patient's 

own antibodies.  
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He was reacting, fighting alone against the disease. If it 

were given an aggressive drug could unbalance this war and to 

win both the side of the patient (their antibodies), as well 

as to the side of the disease, leading him to death. Dr. 

Gottlieb decided to wait and only enter with the drug if the 

patient got worse too. The patient, Johann improved somewhat 

and Dr. Gottlieb decided to send the patient back home. It 

was too dangerous to keep him there, because there was the 

risk of contaminating other patients. Dr. Gottlieb and Anne 

entrusted the task of caring for the patient in their home. 

Anne Florence agreed and went to the farm of his patient, 

Johann Wilhelm Amadeus Sebastian Marx. Anne spent six months 

on the farm, working and taking care of your patient until he 

recovered fully.  Anne also had to play the farm routine: 

treat the mare Cleopatra Seleneia (Isis's daughter), pigs, 

chickens and planting fruits and vegetables. Johann did not 

have enough money to pay the hospital and the nurse Anne 

Florence. Dr. Gottlieb did not charge anything Johann and 

Anne returned to their duties at the hospital. But Johann 

felt the obligation to pay off its debt to the hospital. He 

had the idea to auction off Cleopatra Seleneia and get the 

money. But he gave up and tried to donate her to the hospital 

as payment. Johann went to the hospital to pay off your debt, 

but Dr. Gottlieb declined to accept. He let Anne decided. In 

fact, the real Johann intentions were to see Anne Florence; 

he was in love with her. Anne was happy to see him. Johann 

made a request to her... That she marry him. Anne was 

surprised and accepted the marriage proposal. Johann and Anne 

were married on 17.03.1834 and were very happy living on that 

farm. Anne continued to work and dividing the tasks between 

the farm and the hospital. The desire to become pregnant 

grew, but Anne could not and it saddened her. Anne came to 

believe it was not enough woman for her husband. Johann did 

not care for it. He loved her and never would charge a son of 

her. But Anne felt deep in her heart that she and he wanted 

to have a child. Dr. Gottlieb asked that Anne had calm. And 

he said that if that was the will of God, we should respect. 

The Anne responsibilities grew in the hospital. She became 

well known and respected in the world of medicine. 

Professionals came from far away to meet her and see her in 

action. Licensed practical nurses and even doctors from other 

countries learned their method of sterilizing surgical 

equipment and combat contamination in hospitals. The 

watchword was CLEAN. Ten years passed before Anne, 

unexpectedly, became pregnant. It was born his first son, 

Michael Karl Wilhelm Gutenberg Marx. Johann was beside 

himself with happiness.  
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Dr. Gottlieb Whõler was the best man that predicted it. Just 

over a year later, was born Arthur Karl Wilhelm Immanuel 

Marx, his second son. Eight years have passed and Dr. 

Gottlieb Whõler died aged 81. Anne was elected the new board 

of medicine, general director of the hospital. Anne went out 

in the morning to run the hospital and only returned at 

night. Johann would search her with the wagon, always drawn 

by two white horses of 4 (children of Cleopatra Seleneia) who 

always fought to see who would be the time to go to the city. 

Knowing that horses liked to walk, Johann had the idea of 

mounting a harness that would fit them, so they could all 

walk at the same time. Anne was amused, the four young white 

horses, Altair, Antares, Aldebaran and Rigel pulling, so a 

disorderly both, that wagon. Johann made a joke and said, 

"Judah Ben Hur, Prince of Hur." Anne did not understand why 

the nickname and Johann said that his father, Joseph, 

conveyed the story to him, as if it were a legacy left by his 

mother, Diana Peret Chemu Kohl, who did die tragically, have 

told this amazing story for him. So knowing the history 

through his father, Joseph, Johann kept the name of the four 

horses of the protagonist of the old story - set in the Roman 

period - about a young man who was a contemporary of Jesus 

Christ and who was the same age his and had he has been 

condemned to slavery for his best friend. As the mare 

Cleopatra Seleneia had had four horses, Johann decided to put 

the same name of the four horses of the protagonist of the 

story, Judah Ben Hur... Altair, Antares, Aldebaran and Rigel, 

meaning star names. Life for Anne was complete. Fame and 

recognition for her work in the hospital, a husband who loved 

her and two loving children. But fate made that Anne, like 

her mother, was contaminated by an unknown bacterium in the 

hospital. Anne took to her bed and could no longer walk. 

Johann took care of her and not let her alone for a moment. 

Anne reflected on the contamination and found that it was not 

more of patients or hospital staff because there were 

aseptically for everyone ... Less for visitors. Yes... The 

visitor is that they were bringing the disease because they 

were not cleaned, were just the same cleaning procedures as 

everyone else. Anne wrote a letter explaining that any living 

or dead person who entered the hospital, should be sterilized 

immediately and especially patients and visitors. With these 

procedures, they managed to eradicate a number of diseases 

and contamination through bacteria dropped to almost zero. 

But Anne never recovered from the disease. After years 

interspersing some periods of improvement, Anne died in 

Johann arms 15/10/1866. 
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V-Biography: Michael Karl Wilhelm Gutenberg Marx (first son) 

 

Michael was born in Stuttgart - Germany on 20/09/1844 at 

06h35min in the same hospital where his mother Anne Florence 

worked as head nurse and newly coordinator the overall 

cleanliness of the hospital. Michael had all the attention of 

his parents, but just over a year later, had to learn to 

share it with his brother, Arthur. Michael was fatalistic, 

hypochondriac and he thought that would die at any moment. 

Was good with numbers and statistics was for everything. Used 

to assess the likelihood of an accident happen to him at play 

around the house. His brother already exploring further 

afield and interacted with the animals. But Michael took to 

gain courage and explore the world outside your home. The 

first time that he went out to play, slipped and fell face 

first into the mud; up, he took two steps with his face full 

of mud and hit his head on the belly of Aldebaran and fell 

again. Arthur laughed incessantly, and the horses too. 

Michael looked at them said "I hate horses!". Michael liked 

the farm because of the huge spaces to play - despite the 

fear of playing outside the house and get hurt - and all 

those funny animals, with the exception of horses, which he 

hated, and no one knows why; but he knew, understood what the 

horses say and never reveal it to anyone for fear of being 

admitted to the hospital like crazy. Interestingly, Michael 

heard only the horses and no other animals. Once, he stood 

before a huge pig and tried to talk to him without success; 

Arthur saw the scene and called Freak. He was furious and ran 

to meet his brother, hit face first into the Aldebaran belly 

fell to the ground and said, "I hate horses." Michael had 

some envy of his brother, because Arthur was a beautiful boy 

and learned things easily. Michael used to watch his 

parents... He compared the way his mother looked at Arthur 

and almost always thought it was a more special look. Michael 

never demanded more affection for him than his brother. 

Perhaps it was through fantasy in his head and it does not 

really exist, "Mommy loves more to Arthur than me." Michael 

also believed that the farm animals liked more his brother 

than him. It is true that the horses from the farm had much 

affinity with Arthur and vice versa. Arthur rode Aldebaran 

without his father's consent and Michael saw everything 

hidden behind a small hill the feat of his brother. Michael 

felt a mixture of anger and jealousy. Michael did not tell 

his father and kept this secret with you in the hope that his 

own brother told what he did. On the farm routine horses were 

always loose and without cell. Only Altair wore harness when 

he was plowing the field for planting.  
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Michael watched the horses from afar and thought a waste to 

have four horses loose without doing anything on the farm and 

giving expenditure for the household. In Michael's view, the 

horses and sometimes his brother Arthur, seemed to mock him. 

Once Michael was playing alone with his inseparable toy (one 

three-pointed star) he wore like a boomerang, in the fields 

of the farm. Arthur possessed a beautiful circular rim also 

used as a boomerang. His father had made toys for them. So, 

Antares and Rigel came behind Michael to see him play... 

Michael launched the toy with his right hand and it flew for 

a while and fell in the woods. Arthur also launched its rim 

in the same direction. Michael turned and gave a crash in the 

belly of Antares and fell. Rigel came and the horses stared 

at Michael still on the ground. Michael looked at them and 

said "I hate horses!" And then got up and began looking for 

his toy in the woods. The sun was hot. Michael saw his star 

reflecting the sunlight a few meters away. He reached it, 

reached down and took it back. At this time, Michael heard a 

voice that would change his whole life: "IF you fitting them, 

they will come." Michel thought it might be the voice of 

horses or his brother, but they were a bit far for him to 

hear. He tried to see the horses and saw his brother Arthur 

in the distance. Michael shouted, "Did you say something?" 

Arthur also called back without understanding what Michael 

had said, "Find my ring Freak". Michael decided to ignore his 

brother. Again saw another object shining in the woods. He 

came and got him. He recognized that it was the rim of his 

brother. Now, with the ring on the left hand and the star on 

the right, Michael walks out there, when he hear the voice 

again: "If you fitting them, they will come." Immediately, 

Michael to and asks, "Who... Who will come?" Now there is a 

magical and quiet atmosphere in that place. Michael says, "I 

am getting crasy..." In the middle of nowhere talking to 

anyone. Michael decides to ignore and walk away. But again 

the voice says: If you fitting them, they will come " Michael 

said: Who? Silence! Michael thinks, "Fitting them... He looks 

at your hands and observes the star and the rim. Michael: 

"Fitting them..." Michael fits the star on the rim and 

instinctively, raises the object toward the sun. At this 
moment, the world spun 360 degrees and went back to the same 

place. This time, Michael hears "If you fitting them, they 

will come" and lowering the object toward horizon, view the 

star of the Mercedes factory and the City of Stuttgart in the 

distance. After Michael left the bush, Arthur tried to 

recover his ring, but Michael did not leave and they 

quarreled. The father put the punishment and they were a long 

time without speaking.  
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Arthur soon forgot the object, because he really liked is the 

horses, especially Aldebaran, which he used to ride hidden. 

But Michael never dropped the object; he packed a leg rope 

and tied it in the belt of his trousers, like a buckle. The 

object now had the status of luck amulet. One day, Michael 

walked through a land unexplored. Suddenly he slipped into a 

ravine that was obscured by bushes and fell face first into a 

black pool of oil that flowed from the earth. Rigel, curious, 

followed Michael the distance; found him lying there; He 

decided to ask for help and called Arthur's attention was 

riding hidden Aldebaran. Arthur dismounted and walked to 

where Michael was and saw the star - forever embedded in its 

rim - fallen alongside Michael; he took it and held it up to 

the sky. The reflection of the star caused him - briefly – 

seeing the biggest star of the Mercedes factory. At the same 

time, Michael was trying to get up from the floor when he saw 

his black hands and over all that oil around, panicked and 

started screaming... Delirious, Michael closed eyes and said 

"I'm going to die." When he opened his eyes, his father knelt 

down and rescued the oil puddle, Arthur was a little behind, 

holding the star on the hand and Altair, Antares, Aldebaran 

and Rigel were on the hill watching the scene. His father 

said, "You will not die, it's just - intrigued - some kind of 

black oil." Michael sat embarrassed and wanted to forget that 

episode. But his brother, when he wanted to upset him, 

reminded him of his scene screaming with his face and black 

hands. Michael was stressed and had the impression that the 

horses shared the debauchery. When Michael looked at them 

(the horses), they looked like they were laughing at him. So, 

Michael faced them and was mumbling things like the horses 

perfectly understand (and they understood) what he was 

saying. Later, it was discovered that this oil was petroleum. 

At twenty-two, Michael went to Vienna to study piano. He 

became a great pianist, but did not know if he wanted to 

pursue this career. Michael liked art in general: music, 

dance, painting etc. He had a curiosity and desire to know 

other countries and new cultures. But, like his brother, 

Arthur was gone taking with Aldebaran without his father's 

consent. Michael could not travel and leave his father, 

Johann already old, alone on the farm. Six years have passed 

since Arthur was gone and Michael was already 30 years. One 

rainy afternoon, Arthur had returned with Aldebaran and asked 

forgiveness for his father. Johann forgave him. Arthur said 

he would assume, from now on, the farm responsibilities. With 

the encouragement of his brother, Michael went to the United 

States and went through several cities to get to New Orleans. 

There he met Sarla Annie Kohl Lumpkins.  
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A singer, dancer and Songwriter of banjo that made shows in 

small bars in the area. Michael fell in love with Sarla 

instantly and the same thing happened. Michael knew Sarla 

Annie was the woman of his life and asked Sarla in marriage. 

She accepted, but Michael wanted to ask the blessing of his 

father to marry. Michael returned to Stuttgart on 19.11.1876 

(the eve of his father's death). Johann, who was already 

quite debilitated, aged 82, met Sarla Annie. He found her a 

beautiful girl and gave his blessing to the marriage. Sarla 

liked the farm animals and much sympathized with Arthur. 

Michael died of jealousy. Michael married Sarla and Arthur, 

with his father's death, went away to Berlin and there 

founded a circus. 

 

 

VI-Biography: Arthur Karl Wilhelm Immanuel Marx (second son) 

 

Arthur was born at 07h53min day 11/17/1845 in the same 

hospital where his brother Michael was born. Arthur inherited 

the beauty of his Diana grandmother and his grandfather 

Joseph. He had dark hair and green eyes like those of his 

grandmother. Arthur had since childhood skills with tasks 

that required physical exertion. He learned easily to handle 

tools and helped his father, Johann in farm tasks, though not 

like the routine. Arthur liked his older brother, Michael. 

But the thought too weird. Arthur lived running those fields 

of the farm, while his brother did not play outside the 

house. The mother, Anne Florence, knew they had completely 

different nature and dealt very well with the two children. 

Arthur was a smart kid and eight years asked his father, 

Joahnn, let him ride Aldebaran. His father refused and said 

no son of his ever riding a horse. Arthur did not understand 

the reason for this and ask why then, we have 4 horses on the 

farm if we cannot mount them. Arthur began to mount hidden 

father Aldebaran and ran a serious risk of being discovered 

because Michael - the few times he go out to play - had seen 

him on the horse. But he decided not to tell her father sorry 

for beating Arthur would. Gradually Michael was leaving the 

house to play with Arthur and they really were very different 

in behavior. Arthur was dynamic; Michael was slow and 

thoughtful, lived walking alone, slipping, falling and 

hitting his head on the belly of a horse. Arthur thought her 

funny brother and nicknamed freak because he saw him talking 

to himself. Lest they quarreled, the father Johann made two 

toys for them, a ring for Arthur and a star for Michael. 

Michael was pleased because he won the star and found his 

father more like him than his brother.  
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This might make the suspicion that his mother, Anne Florence, 

cared more for Arthur it be more beautiful. Arthur did not 

care for these differences. Arthur was a cheerful boy and 

wanted to live life at its most intense. Arthur loved his 

parents and his brother also. But as time passed, Arthur felt 

a growing desire to get out of that farm. Arthur completed 

his studies and after his mother died, further increased the 

desire to get out of that place. Arthur wanted to realize a 

big dream that he kept secret, working in a circus and 

perform the same number with a horse (Aldebaran), his 

grandmother had done and died tragically. His father, Johann, 

sensed the output of the child and feared he would become a 

circus performer, finishing his career tragically equal Diana 

Peret Chemu Kohl. But, at 23, as his father did not want him 

to leave the farm, Arthur fled taking with Aldebaran. Arthur 

spent six years away from the farm and wrote to his father 

regularly. His father read the letters and wept with grief. 

Arthur said he was well and that was neat job in a textile 

factory. But Arthur had lied. He was a circus company that 

toured Europe. Arthur was bold in numbers with Aldebaran and 

became the main attraction of the circus. Arthur has achieved 

several times the dangerous number with the sword stuck in 

the ground that had taken the life of his grandmother. The 

arena was bigger and Aldebaran also likes to be an artist and 

get a lot of audience applause. Six years have passed and 

Arthur proposed to the circus owner a society, but the owner 

refused. Arthur was sad and grew within him the idea of 

setting up a circus only with horses. But it was time to go 

home. His father, Johann, was not at all well, and Arthur 

came to his house on a cold winter night and found his father 

in bed without walking more power. Arthur asked forgiveness 

for his father and wept before him. Johann forgave him and 

Arthur said he had performed the same circus number of his 

grandmother. Johann told him I knew he would do it and was 

glad. He understood that his son wanted to pay tribute to 

grandmother running that leap. Johann embraced his son. 

Michael watched the scene then also embraced his brother and 

his father. They were a family again. Shortly thereafter, 

Johann died. Arthur met his sister-in-law, Sarla Annie, and 

liked it. He knew she would make her brother Michael very 

happy. Arthur decided then leaves again, going to Berlin and 

there performed his new dream of founding a Circus Company 

only with horses. But this time, Arthur would not take 

Aldebaran who stayed on the farm with his brothers. 
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VII - Biography: Sarla Annie Kohl Lumpkins (Michael’s wife) 

 

Sarla was born in Jackson - Mississippi - United States of 

America, on 10/26/1852 at 09h34min. Sarla is the daughter of 

Peter Nelson Luther Jackson and Anastasia Kohl Dandara 

Lumpkins. Her father worked on the farm of cotton and her 

mother, to be the most beautiful black farm and have blue 

eyes performing domestic service in the big house. Anastasia 

aroused jealousy and the farmer's wife's wrath, Mrs. 

Katherine Raymond. She knew he liked the slave, and when he 

left to go to the city center it took advantage to punish 

Anastasia, beating on her back with a small piece of wood 

covered with a cloth to avoid leaving marks. Anastasia 

endured all dead because she was afraid of the boss's 

reaction, Sir John Raymond. The boss bought new clothes for 

Anastasia and asked for her to wear new clothes. He never 

treated her like a slave. Katherine threatened to go and ask 

for part of the farm as division of property. Sir John 

Raymond told her that he had nothing to do with the slave. 

Then Katherine asked him to send her away, sell it to another 

master. John had just convinced Katherine that it was better 

to let her on the farm, because Anastasia was very useful in 

domestic home services. One day, Katherine ordered Anastasia 

took water to the slaves who worked in the fields. 

Anastasia never mingled with the other slaves by order of Sir 

John Raymond. But as he had left, Katherine took the wagon 

and took Anastasia to the field. Anastasia got down with two 

cans of water and poured into a mug one by one of the slaves 

to reach the slave Peter Nelson, a tall, strong man who drew 

the attention of any woman. Anastasia poured water for him 

and Katherine - watching the wagon - there saw an opportunity 

to separate from her husband instead of Anastasia. Back to 

farm, Katherine planned for Anastasia to meet with Peter. She 

threatened to end the life of Anastasia if she not got 

pregnant slave Peter. After a few months, Anastasia was 

pregnant with him. Katherine wanted to confirm the pregnancy 

and forced Anastasia to tell her. Katherine waited for her 

husband to get the city to apply the final blow you... 

Telling her husband that his favorite slave was pregnant with 

a slave farm. John Raymond was saddened by the news, but did 

nothing about it. Anastasia knew John Raymond was a good man. 

He did not like to punish their slaves. John told Anastasia 

that would take the child and take care of her. Katherine 

went crazy and started to harass the slave Peter to jealousy 

on her husband.  
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Katherine also became pregnant with Peter and revenge, told 

her husband. The Anastasia baby was born and she put the name 

of Sarla Annie Kohl Lumpkins. At age seven, Sarla played with 

his brother Peter Junior in the house. Katherine took a small 

whip and whipped twice Sarla back, leaving marks on it 

forever. Then Katherine tried to hang his bastard son, Peter 

Junior, with his own hands. Anastasia entered into battle 

with her and saved the boy. Katherine grabbed a gun and 

pointed to Anastasia, but before shooting, is prevented by 

John who arrived in time to disarm his wife. John threatened 

inside it. Katherine cried and said she would never do it 

again. Fearing that Katherine tried something against her 

daughter, Anastasia delivers the child to a traveler who was 

going to New Orleans. John tries to recover the child, but 

the traveler was already far away. The traveler sold Sarla in 

New Orleans for a rich man who liked music. A week later, 

Katherine again achieved a gun. She goes to the field where 

Peter and the other slaves worked and in front of every shot 

and killed Peter... Then she shot herself in the head, 

falling in the middle of the cotton plantation. John sold the 

farm, married Anastasia and left with her and the boy Peter 

Junior to New York. Sarla never seen or heard from her 

mother. Sarla grew up in New Orleans. His tutor died at age 

60 and she was put on the street by his family. The Civil War 

had come and Sarla was forced to work with volunteers on the 

battlefields bailing out thousands injured. The war ended and 

Sarla became a free woman. In 1870, Sarla was already 18 

years old and got work as a waitress in a bar. Sarla learned 

to play the banjo with a black musician who performed at the 

bar. After six years working at the bar, Sarla was the main 

attraction; she played, sang and danced. Sarla was beautiful, 

had black skin, straight black hair, blue eyes and a 

beautiful body that left men always fighting for her. But 

Sarla was not with anyone until she met a German named 

Michael who shy came into the bar almost accidentally 

stumbling and falling into a chair in front of her. They fell 

in love immediately and Sarla went away with him to Stuttgart 

in Germany. Sarla met his father and Michael's brother. After 

the death of Michael's father, they married and were living 

on the farm. 
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VIII - Biography: Altair (first white horse) 

 

Altair is an Arabic origin horse. Son of mare Cleopatra 

Seleneia Isis, daughter of Isis. Altair and his brothers are 

direct descendants of Arabian horses were runners at Roman 

Circle. Altair has three brothers: Antares, Aldebaran and 

Rigel. Altair is the oldest and the most intelligent of the 

brothers. Altair is the only one of the brothers who can 

predict the future. Altair suspects that he and his brothers 

are actually incarnations of the biggest stars in the sky. 

Antares is the only one who believes it. Aldebaran and Rigel 

think he's crazy and do not listen to anything he says. 

Altair is angry with them and says that one day he will prove 

to them that's right. Altair is really a reincarnated star, 

as well as his brothers. It belongs to the constellation 

Aquila (the Eagle Star) and is eight times more luminous than 

the sun. Michael is only human who can communicate with 

Altair and his brothers. And if Michael touches the head of 

Altair, will have a vision of the future. 

 

 

IX - Biography: Antares (second white horse) 

 

Antares as well as his brothers Altair, Aldebaran and Rigel, 

is the son of Cleopatra Seleneia and its grandmother mare 

Isis. Antares is superstitious and believes in the future of 

their species (horses) will disappear from the earth. Antares 

is not so sure as his Altair brother, but he is also a star 

of the constellation Scorpius (Scorpio) and supergiant 800 

times larger than the diameter of the sun. 

Antares, being superstitious, doesn’t tread on straight lines 

on the floor and cannot pass in the middle of two objects 

aligned parallel to the ground. Altair says that this is 

nonsense and that nothing will happen to him. But Antares 

cannot beat it. Aldebaran scorns Antares and Rigel feel sorry 

for him and think he's sick. 
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X - Biography: Aldebaran (third white horse) 

 

Aldebaran is the third of the brothers. He is the fastest 

horse of all and is the Arthur who loves riding it hidden 

from his father. Aldebaran is the brightest star of the 

constellation Taurus (Taurus). Its name in Arabic means one 

who follows or bull's eye. Aldebaran is always running the 

farm and jumping obstacles. Aldebaran already jumped the 

fence and ran the farm down the road as if it were totally 

free. Some travelers who passed along the road, tried to 

catch him, but Aldebaran dodged and returned to the farm. His 

brothers rebuked and he smiled saying that a day would be a 

circus performer. 

 

 

XI - Biography: Rigel (quarter white horse) 

 

Rigel is the youngest of the brothers. He is obedient, 

hardworking and help in farm work pulling the plow in 

planting and taking tools here and there. Rigel is 

disciplined and says that work is sacred. Rigel is the 

brightest star of the constellation Orion. The Rigel name in 

Arabic means left foot something central. Altair usually 

called Rigel of Algebar or Elgebar and Rigel is angry with 

him and says he will not talk more with his brother. Rigel is 

also hypochondriac and is always inventing diseases that do 

not exist for everyone on the farm. Rigel was the favorite 

horse of Anne Florence and she used to say that if he was not 

a horse, it would be a great nurse. 
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STAGE 6: 

 

Backstory 

 

Eight years ago (1846) 

 

Johann Marx works hard at planting the farm and goes to the 

city to sell their food in a makeshift tent. Anne Florence 

cares for the children Michael, who is 2 years and Arthur who 

is 10 months. 

 

Two months ago (1856) 

 

Annie Florence goes every morning to the hospital to fulfill 

its coordinating shift nurses. Horses Antares and Aldebaran 

play freely on the farm. Altair and Rigel work pulling the 

wagon of Johann Marx to the city and take Anne Florence to 

the hospital. Aldebaran flees the entrance gate of the farm 

that was forgotten open, but back home. Arthur and Michael 

win of your father a ring and a three-pointed star to play. 

 

One month ago (1856) 

 

Johann Marx put the boxes on the wagon position Antares and 

Rigel and takes Anne Florence to the hospital. Then goes to 

the city center sell their food. Arthur rides hidden from his 

father Aldebaran and will train jumps in the field with him. 

Michael plays with his three-pointed star and Arthur hangs 

your ring on the waist, but prefers to ride Aldebaran. 

 

One week ago (1856) 

 

Johann Marx is happy because he gets a space in the warehouse 

to assemble your store. Arthur watches Michael talking to 

himself and says he will tell his father. Michael says that 

if he does, will also rely on it to mount Aldebaran without 

the father's permission. 

 

One day ago (1856) 

 

Johann Marx and Anne Florence are at work. Arthur trains 

jumps in the field with Aldebaran and Michael plays with his 

three-pointed star. 

 

The next morning... 
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Commands used in the screenplay: E V O L U T I O N. 

 

 

FADE IN: Open the screenplay. 

 

FADE OUT: End the screenplay. 

 

INT.: Internal. 

 

EXT.: External. 

 

CUT TO: Cut to another scene. 

 

BACK TO SCENE: Back to previous scene. 

 

F.G.: In the foreground. 

 

B.G.: In the background. 

 

(MOS): No sound. 

 

FX: Special effects. 

 

CONTINUED: To be continued. 

 

DISSOLVE TO: Dissolves slowly to another scene. 

 

MONTAGE: Montage of scenes without the characters. 

 

MATCH CUT: Cut to and back to the same place, object or 

someone in the time. 

 

POV: Point of view of someone, place or object. 

 

V.O.: Voice over. 

 

O.S.: Off screen. 

 

CLOSE UP: Examine closely a character, place or object. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


